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Abstract 
To enhance the accuracy of protein–protein interaction function prediction, a 2-order 
graphic neighbor information feature extraction method based on undirected simple 
graph is proposed in this paper , which extends the 1-order graphic neighbor 
featureextraction method. And the chi-square test statistical method is also involved in 
feature combination. To demonstrate the effectiveness of our 2-order graphic 
neighbor feature, four logistic regression models (logistic regression (abbrev. LR), 
diffusion kernel logistic regression (abbrev. DKLR), polynomial kernel logistic 
regression (abbrev. PKLR), and radial basis function (RBF) based kernel logistic 
regression (abbrev. RBF KLR)) are investigated on the two feature sets. The 
experimental results of protein function prediction of Yeast Proteome Database (YPD) 
using the the protein-protein interaction data of Munich Information Center for 
Protein Sequences (MIPS) show that 2-order graphic neighbor information of proteins 
can significantly improve the average overall percentage of protein function 
prediction especially with RBF KLR. And, with a new 5-top chi-square feature 
combination method, RBF KLR can achieve 99.05% average overall percentage on 
2-order neighbor feature combination set.  
Keywords: Feature extraction ; Kernel logistic regression; Protein-protein interaction; 
Prediction of protein function; Chi-square test  
1. Introduction 
Proteins are composed of sequences of amino acids and participate in nearly every 
vital process within cells. With the development of gene chip technique, the 
interaction of proteins can be correctly measured out, however, many of the functions 
of proteins are still unknown. Predicting the protein function helps not only to 
discover the protein’s unknown function, but also to detect the organism disease. 
( Shalgi, st al. 2007; Varnholt st al. 2008; Hu, st al. 2008 ) As novel feature extraction 
and classifiers development are two key techniques in protein–protein interaction (PPI) 
function prediction, we propose a 2-order graphic neighbor feature extraction method 
based on graph theory and apply the RBF kernel logistic regression to protein–protein 
interaction prediction in this paper.  
To extract the feature of PPI data and predict the protein function, Schwikowski, et al. 
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(2000) proposed to assign the possible functions to a protein based on the known 
functions of its interacting partners. Hishigaki, et al. (2001) proposed the chi–square 
method for n-neighbor protein interactions. Deng, et al.(2003) developed a Markov 
random field (MRF) method for protein function prediction using multiple PPI data. 
Lanckriet, et al. (2004) proposed a diffusion kernel based support vector machine 
(SVM) approach for predicting protein functions on a protein interaction network 
with 5-types data, the prediction accuracy of the SVM approach is higher than that 
ofthe MRF approach. Lee, et al.(2006) developed a diffusion kernel logistic 
regression (DKLR) method for protein interaction networks, which incorporates all 
neighbors of proteins in the network. The result showed that the DKLR approach of 
incorporating all protein neighbors significantly improved the accuracy of protein 
function predictions over the MRF model. And the prediction accuracy was 
comparable to another protein function classifier based on SVM with a diffusion 
kernel. Gao et al. (2007) developed a method to PPI data by introducing several 
methods to filter the neighbors in protein interaction networks for a protein of 
unknown functions. However, DKLR method can be expressed as a features 
extraction method and be calculated with traditional LR classifier for protein 
interaction prediction, and it has the different learning algorithm with the traditional 
KLR (Zhu, et al. 2002; Cawlay, et al. 2005; Birkenes, , et al. 2007; Tenenhaus, et al. 
2007; Jaakkola, et al. 1999; Keerthi, et al. 2005; Karmakers, et al. 2007; Muller , et al. 
2001 ).  
From the pattern recognition point of view, the description of PPI information, 
namely PPI feature extraction and selection, takes crucial role in bio-informatics 
analysis (Saeys et al. 2007; Liu et al. 2009 ). To improve the prediction accuracy, we 
propose a 2-order graphic neighbor information extraction method for PPI prediction, 
which is different from Lee, et al.(2006) . We investigate the prediction performances 
of four classifiers, LR, DKLR, PKLR and RBF KLR on the 1-order graphic neighbor 
feature sets and 2-order graphic neighbor feature sets. Furthermore, the chi-square test 
method is also employed for multiple category feature combination. Since the first top 
chi-square value of one function may not be itself, we propose a new L-top chi-square 
feature combination method in section 4.3.3 and section 4.3.4 to overcome the 
insufficiency, that the own function feature vector should be list No.1and the feature 
vectors calculated by L-top chi-square values are attached behind to construct the new 
combination feature. The experimental results of the average overall percentage 
criterion on MIPS data ( Lu, et al. 2006; Ashburner, et al. 2000; Mewes, et al. 2002 ) 
of YPD demonstrate the effectiveness of 2-order neighbor graphic information and 
the performance of RBF KLR model.  
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Logistic regression and Kernel Logistic 
regression for a single function are reviewed in Section 2., and the diffusion kernel 
logistic model is also reviewed in Section 2. Kernel logistic regression with steepest 
descend Newton-Raphson method, 2-order graphic neighbor feature extraction 
method and feature combination with chi-square test are proposed and discussed in 
Section 3. The experimental results on MIPS database of YPD are given in Section 4. 
Finally, the conclusion is given in Section 5.  
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2. Review of Logistic regression and Kernel logistic 
regression 
2.1. Logistic regression 
Logistic regression model is a popular statistical model (Hastie et al. 2009). Assume 
that N  independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) samples 1{( )}
N
i i ix y  , dix R , 
{0 1}iy   , satisfy unknown joint probability distribution ( )P x y . We denote 
1{ }Nx x   .  
In the training space  , the discriminative function of the two–class is defined as  
 
( 1 ) ( 1 )( ) ln( ) ln( )
1 ( 1 ) ( 0 )
P y x P y xg x
P y x P y x
                              (1) 
and the linear function 0( )
T
wg x w x b   is applied to fit ( )g x . Let [1 ]T Tx x  , 
0[ ]
T Tw bw , we rewrite wg  as ( ) Twg x w x , and reemploy the symbols of x  and 
ix  to denote x
  and ix
  respectively.  
Given sample x , the posterior probability of 1``y x   is denoted as:  
 
1( ) ( 1 )
1 exp( )w T
x P y x
w x
                                  (2) 
 
The parameter w  is calculated by maximizing conditional log–likelihood,  
 1
1
( ) { ln( ( )) (1 ) ln(1 ( ))}
{ ( ) ln(1 exp( ))}
N
i w i i w i
i
N
T T
i
i
l w y x y x
y w x w x
 


   
   


              （3) 
The updating estimation of parameter with Newton-Raphson method is as follows,  
 
2
1 1
1 1 1
( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ( )) ( )
new old old T T
T
T T old T T
l w l ww w w X WX X y p
w w w
X WX X W Xw W y p X WX X Wz
 
  
       
   
   (4) 
where 1[ ]
T
Ny y y  , 1[ ]TNX x x  , 1[ ( ) ( )]old old TNp x w x w     , 
1 1{ ( )(1 ( )) ( )(1 ( ))}
old old old old
N NW diag x w x w x w x w           , 1( )oldz Xw W y p   .  
Adding a penalty regularization item to ( )l w  , we obtain the ridge regression model 
(Roth,2001)  
 2
1
( ) { ( ) ln(1 exp( ))} || ||
2
N
T T
i
i
H w y w x w x w

                    (5) 
where   balances the regression function and loss function. And the parameter w  
is obtained by minimizing ( )H w .  
 
2
1
1
( ) ( )( )
( )
new old
T
T T
H w H ww w
w w w
X WX I X Wz


     
 
                                  (6) 
where 1[ ]
T
Ny y y  , 1[ ]TNX x x  , 1[ ( ) ( )]old old TNp x w x w     , 
1 1{ ( )(1 ( )) ( )(1 ( ))}
old old old old
N NW diag x w x w x w x w           , 1( )oldz Xw W y p   , 
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and I  is the identity matrix.  
2.2. Kernel logistic regression model 
Kernel logistic regression uses kernel trick to generalize logistic regression to high 
dimension feature space. Suppose ( )x y   is any kernel function satisfying Mercer 
condition,   defines a non–linear mapping from sample space to reproducing kernel 
Hilbert space （RKHS） space ( )x x   .  
Since the optimal vector which satisfies (3) is in the space of sample ix ,  
 
1
N
i i
i
w x

                                                         (7) 
we define the discriminative function in the RKHS space as,  
 ( ) ( )Twg x w x                                                     (8) 
 
As the parameter w  is also in the space of sample ( )ix , we can get  
 
1
( )
N
i i
i
w x

                                                      (9) 
 
Hence,  
 
1 1
( ) ( ) ( ( )) ( ) ( )
N N
w i i i i
i i
g x g x x x x x   
 
                          (10) 
And, the estimation of parameter w  turns to the estimation of parameter  . Denote 
the posterior probability,  
 
1
1( )
1 exp( ( ))N i ii
x
x x
  
                                      (11) 
Similar to formula (5), the objective function of the ridge kernel logistic regression is 
defined as,  
 
2
1
1
( ) { ( ) ln(1 exp{ ( )}} || ||
2
{ ln(1 exp{ })}
2
N
i i i
i
N
T
i i i
i
H y g x g x g
y K K K
  

   


    
    


               (12) 
where [ ( )]i j N NK x x    is kernel matrix, iK  is the i –th line of kernel matrix K.  
The update estimation of   using Newton Raphson method is to find a vector to 
minimize the formula (12),  
 1( )new T TN N N N N N N NK WK K K Wz                                      (13) 
where 1( ( ))oldz K W y p    .  
A sparse solution of   is only involving a subset S  of training data as the basic 
functions, (Katz, et al. 2005 )  
 
1
( ) ( )
s
i i
i
g x K x x s N 

                                             (14) 
The ridge kernel logistic regression is defined as  
 
1
( ) { ln(1 exp{ })}
2
s
T
i i i s s
i
H y K K K    

                      (15) 
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We obtain the sparse updating formula as follows,  
 1( )new T TN s N s s s N sK WK K K Wz                                      (16) 
where 1( ( ))oldN sz K W y p    , [ ( )]N s i j N sK x x   , i jx x S  , and, 
[ ( )]s s i j s sK x x   , i jx x S  .  
However, especially in PPI analysis, the high values of s  or N  make the matrix be 
irreversible, and the improper selection of s  vector of sample feature ix  also leads 
to bad convergence of KLR. In this paper, we adopt the steepest descend Newton 
Raphson method (Karsmakers, et al. 2007) to estimate parameter   forKLR, it is a 
sub-optimization strategy compared to the formula (13) and (16). The steepest 
descend method based updating algorithm is as follows,  
 
( )new old H    
                                                 (17) 
where 0   is the step factor. Though the steepest descend method may not reach 
the global optimization value, it will avoid the large matrix reversible calculation, and 
accelerate the computation speed.  
The widely used kernel functions are RBF kernel function and Polynomial function, 
where RBF kernel function is,  
 
2
2( ) 0i jx xi jx x e
                                                (18) 
And, Polynomial function is：  
 ( ) ( ) 0 0hi j i jx x x x b b h                                           (19) 
2.3. Review of LR and KLR in PPI with 1-order graphic neighbor 
information 
To model the interaction of proteins, Lee, et al. (2006) proposed a 1-order neighbor 
information feature extraction method and involved the logistic regression for PPI 
prediction for a given function,  
 [ ] 0 1
[ ]
( 1 )
log( ( ) ( )
1 ( 1 )
i i
i i
Pr X X
M i M i
Pr X X
   


                               (20) 
where,  
[ ] 1 1 1
0 { 0 }
1 { 1}
( )
1 If  p ro te in  i h a s  th e  fu n c tion .
0 If   p ro te in  i d oes  n o t h ave  th e  fu n c tion .
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
1 If  p ro te in  i in te r
( )
j
j
j
j
i i i N
i
x
j i x k n o w n
x
j i x k n o w n
X X X X X
X
M i K i j I
M i K i j I
K i j
  

 

 
      
  
  
  
 


 
a c ts  w ith  p ro te in  j .
0 If  p ro te in  i d oesn o t in te ra c t w ith  p ro te in  j
  
      (21) 
And, 0( )M i  is equal to the number of proteins interacting with protein i, but without 
the function. 1( )M i  is equal to the number of proteins interacting with protein i and 
with the function. We call them 1–order graphic neighbor information, since they 
describe the direct interaction of proteins with its neighbors according to the graph 
theory.  
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Figure 1.  Protein–Protein interaction for one function 
To generalize the Logistic regression, Lee et al (2006) extended the kernel ( )K i j  to 
the the diffusion kernel K , which calculates the similarity distance between any two 
nodes in the network. It is defined as follows:  
 exp{ }K H                                                     (22) 
where,  
 
1 If protein i interacts with proteinj
( ) If protein i doesnot interact with protein j
0
iH i j d
otherwise
    
        (23) 
and id  is the number of interaction partners for protein i,   is diffusion 
constant,and exp{ }H  represents the matrix exponential of the adjacent matrix H.  
The diffusion kernel logistic regression applies the formula (23)(22) to (21)(20), it is 
equal to a different feature extraction method for 0( )M i  and 1( )M i . From the 
theoretical point of view, it is a weighted graph modelling along the 1-order adjacent 
path.  
To pursue high recognition accuracy, the chi-square test is employed to identify 
correlated functions for a function of interest in multi-function analysis. For a protein 
iP  having a function jC , the chi-square association value between the function jC  
and any function iC  based on iP ’s immediate neighbors, is defined as  
 
(1) (1) 2
(1)
( ( ) )i i l
i l
N l N Q
N Q
                                                 (24) 
where (1)iN  is the number of immediate neighbors of iP , 
(1) ( )iN l  is the immediate 
neighbors of iP  having function iC , iQ  is the fraction of known proteins having 
function iC . Summing the corresponding quantities up over all proteins having 
function iC  in the PPI network obtains an overall statistic  
 
(1) (1) 2
(1)
( ( ) )i i l
i l
N l N Q
N Q
                                             (25) 
When the first L-top chi-square values are considered, the chi–square logistic 
regression model is defined as follows,  
 [ ] 0 1 0 2 1
1[ ]
( 1 )
log( { ( ) ( )}
1 ( 1 )
L
i i
j j j j
ji i
Pr X X
M i M i
Pr X X
   


                  (26) 
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where, 0 ( )jM i  is the number of immediate neighbors of protein iP  in j  th top 
chi-square value function which have not the function. 1 ( )jM i  is the number of 
direct neighbors of protein iP  in j  th top chi-square value function which have the 
function. In Lee et al(2006), 5L   is recommended for the experiment. This model 
would be applied to both logistic regression and diffusion kernel logistic regression .  
Therefore, logistic regression, diffusion kernel logistic regression, and their 
corresponding chi–square regression models are logistic regression with different 
feature extractions in nature.  
3. Kernel logistic regression and 2-order neighbor graph 
information 
3.1. Kernel logistic regression 
As analyzed above, the traditional KLR is different from the DKLR model proposed 
by Lee, et al. (2006). In our experiments, we will treat DKLR as a feature extraction 
method with  , and evaluate the traditional KLR with formula (17) of steepest 
descend Newton Raphson method on all the 1-order graphic features aforementioned 
in the section 2. The RBF kernel and Polynomial kernel will be applied in the 
experiments. And, the DKLR feature can also be calculated with traditional KLR.  
3.2. 2-order graphic neighbor information 
As shown in Fig 1, the 1-order graphic neighbor information describes the direct 
interaction protein information according to whether it has the function, the proteins 
in the interaction network which have indirect interaction with the target protein, also 
take effects to the function prediction. For the target protein i, we denote i  as the 
1–order neighbor set of protein i, where  
 { } (1 )i j j j ix x x interactswithx j i i N           
And a novel 2-order information in the protein interaction network is proposed as 
follows,  
 [ ] 0 1 2 3
[ ]
( 1 )
log( ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
1 ( 1 )
i i
i i
Pr X X
M i M i M i M i
Pr X X
     


              (27) 
where  
 
[ ] 1 1 1
0 { 0}
1 { 1}
2
( 
1
0
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
j
j
j
j
j i k i k
i i i N
i
x
j i x known
x
j i x known
x x k j k i x known
X X X X X
Ifproteinihasthefunction
X
Ifproteinidoesnothavethefunction
M i K i j I
M i K i j I
M i K j k I
  

 

 
      
      
    
  
  
 


  { 0}
3 { 1}( ) ( )
k
k
j i k i k
x
x
x x k j k i x known
M i K j k I


      

   
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  1 If protein i interacts with protein jK i, j
0 If protein i doesnot interact with protein j
                 (28) 
Note that,  
1) For the feature of 0 1 2 3[1 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )] (1 )
TM i M i M i M i i N       , formula(27) and (28) 
give a 2–order neighbor logistic regression. If the K is substituted by diffusion 
kernel, the regression model will change to DKLR model. It’s corresponding 
feature is denoted as  
 0 1 2 3[1 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )] 1
TM i M i M i M i i N                                   (29) 
2) If the feature of 0 1 2 3[1 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )] (1 )
TM i M i M i M i i N        is applied to KLR 
model, we will get 2-order graphic neighbor KLR. When the DKLR feature 
0[1 ( )M i
   1 2 3( ) ( ) ( )]tau TM i M i M i    is taken into KLR, we also obtain a DKLR 
feature based KLR model.  
3) All of the features of 0 1 2 3[1 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )] (1 )
TM i M i M i M i i N       and 0[1 ( )M i   
1 2 3( ) ( ) ( )] (1 )
TM i M i M i i N       can be applied to form corresponding L-top 
chi-squarefeature, and we will get 2-order graphic neighbor LR, DKLR and KLR 
models respectively.  
4) By adding definitions, 2 ( )jM i  is the 2-order neighbors number of iP  in j  th 
top chi-square function which have not the function; 3 ( )jM i  is the 2-order 
neighbors number of iP  in j  th top chi-square function which have the 
function. ( 1 )j L  , the top L chi-square values model of (26) will extended to 
2-order top L chi-square logistic regression,  
[ ]
0 0 0 1 1 2 2 3 3
1[ ]
( 1 )
log( { ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )}
1 ( 1 )
L
i i
j j j j j j j j
ji i
Pr X X
M i M i M i M i
Pr X X
     


              (30) 
Also, we can get the corresponding chi-square based 2-order graphic neighbor LR, 
DKLR and KLR models.  
 
From the above analysis, we can constitute different models of LR, DKLR and KLR 
according to the feature properties. At last, we give the detail updating algorithms of 
LR, DKLR and KLR involved in the experiments.  
For a given feature 1{ }
N
i i ix y   in terms of formula (20)(22)(26)(27)(29)(30), we can 
train the LR, DKLR and KLR models according to the following two algorithms,  
Algorithm 1. Logistic regression  
1) Set maximum update times 100T  , ridge 0  , 1 0 3e    . Initialize 
(0) [0 0]Tw   , 1t  .  
2) Calculate (1)w  using formula (6) and calculate (1)( )H w  using formula(5).  
3) For 1t t  , Calculate ( 1)tw   using formula (6) and calculate ( 1)( )tH w   
using formula(5).  
4) If ( 1) ( )( ) ( )t tH w H w     (Equally, ( 1) ( )t tw w    .), or t T , stop 
updating. Or, go to step 3) and repeat until convergence.  
Algorithm 2. Kernel logistic regression with steepest descent method  
1) Set maximum update times 100T  , ridge 0  , 1 0 3e    , select the 
kernel function (RBF or Polynomial). Initialize (0) [0 0]T   , 1t  .  
2) Calculate (1)  using formula (17) and calculate (1)( )H   using formula(12).  
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3) For 1t t  , Calculate ( 1)t   using formula (17) and calculate ( 1)( )tH    
using formula (12).  
4) If ( 1) ( )( ) ( )t tH H      (Equally, ( 1) ( )t t     .) , or t T , stop 
updating. Or, go to step 3) and repeat until convergence.  
4. Experimental Results 
4.1. Datasets and feature extraction 
To predict the PPI function, All of the LR, DKLR and KLR models with 
corresponding features (including chi–square combination features) are applied to 
infer the protein function of yeast cellar from Yeast Proteome database (YPD, 
http://www.incyte.com/) and the PPI data from the Munich Information Center for 
Protein Sequences (MIPS, http://mips.gfs.de/). To obtain a reliable experimental 
evaluation result, we adopt the database evaluated in Deng, et al. . Both “YPD 
function category–cellular role” and “MIPS Physical interactions” data files are 
downloaded from http://www.cmb.usc.edu  /msms/FunctionPrediction/. There are 43 
known cellular functions ( including “other ”) in YPD, and 2559 MIPS interaction 
pairs with names in YPD.  
To evaluate the PPI function performances according to undirected graph, we first 
delete the self–interaction data and the symmetric–interaction data in MIPS data, 
which means that the ``A A  type data will not appear in the feature extraction 
procedure and the ``A B , ``B A  type data will be calculate once. The proteins 
on the final MIPS data can fit a simple undirected graph–no loop and no multiple 
edges (as Fig 1.). Finally, there are 43 function categories and each function has 1282 
different proteins in our sample space.  
Then, each protein’s 1-order and 2-order graphic neighbor features are calculated 
according to the MIPS data , and its function is labeled according to the YPD function 
tabular. The feature of 0 1 2 3[1 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )]M i M i M i M i  represents the 1-order graphic 
neighbor information 0 1{ ( ) ( )}M i M i  and 2–order graphic neighbor information 
2 3{ ( ) ( )}M i M i  simultaneously. Considered the diffusion kernel logistic regression, 
we will obtain another feature 0 1 2 3[1 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )]M i M i M i M i
     with different   for 
DKLR.  
Then, for a fixed protein function, the combination features with L-top chi-square 
values construct the different protein prediction tasks. We list them in table 1,  
 
       Table 1: Feature sets of LR,DKLR and KLR 
Feature set  Feature vector combination  Notation   
1F   0 1[1 ( ) ( )]M i M i   1–order feature  
2F   0 1 2 3[1 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )]M i M i M i M i   2–order feature  
3F   0 1[1 ( ) ( )]M i M i
    diffusion 1–order feature  
4F   0 1 2 3[1 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )]M i M i M i M i
      diffusion 2–order feature   
5F   0 1 1[1{ ( ) ( )} ]
L
k k kM i M i    L-chi-square of 1–order feature  
6F   0 1 2 3 1[1{ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )} ]
L
k k k k kM i M i M i M i  L-chi-square of 2–order feature  
7F   0 1 1[1{ ( ) ( )} ]
L
k k kM i M i
 
   diffusion L-chi-square of 
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1–order feature   
8F   0 1 2 3 1[1{ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )} ]
L
k k k k kM i M i M i M i
   
 diffusion L-chi-square of 
2–order feature  
9F   0 1 2 1[1{ ( ) ( ) ( )} ]
L
k k k kM i M i M i    L-chi-square of 2–order feature  
10F   0 1 2 1[1{ ( ) ( ) ( )} ]
L
k k k kM i M i M i
  
   diffusion L-chi-square of 
2–order feature  
 
4.2. Criterion of protein–protein interaction function accuracy 
To evaluate the various regression models, two popular criteria are wildly used in the 
PPI prediction , average overall percentage and sensitivity.  
4.2.1. Average overall percentage 
The traditional criterion is the correct prediction accuracy according to the following 
probability, If ( 1) 0 5iPr X    , we predict that protein i has the function. If 
( 1) 0 5iPr X    , we predict that protein i doesn’t have the function.  
Average overall percentage is defined as the average prediction accuracy of all classes 
of proteins. Obviously, average overall percentage is the correct recognition rate in 
pattern recognition.  
4.2.2. Sensitivity (SN) and False-positive  
Another statistical criterion is the true positive, true negative, false positive, and false 
negative to compare the prediction accuracy for different methods, which are given in 
the following table.  
                   
                        Table 2: Statistical criteria 
 Predicted  positive Predicted  negative 
Real  positive True positive, TP False positive, FP 
Real  negative False positive, FP True negative, TN  
 
The standard performance measures for the classification problem based on these four 
values are sensitivity (SN) and false-positive (FPR) defined as follows:  
 
TP FPSN FPR
TP FN TN FP
                                    (31) 
Since, correct recognition rate is the popular standard in pattern recognition, we adopt 
average overall percentage as criterion in our experiments.  
4.3. Performance evaluation of LR, DKLR and KLR 
Generally, all of the parameters in the LR, DKLR and KLR should be evaluated by 
cross–validation or ROC curve, for example,  ,  , etc. . Since our purpose is to 
evaluate the novel features and logistic regression models, we select the parameters 
with LR as benchmark, then apply the parameters to the RBF KLR.  
4.3.1. Comparison of performances of LR and KLR on 1-order and 2-order 
feature sets in one function 
Firstly, we investigate the ridge of {0 00001 0 0001 0 001 0 01 0 1 1 10 100              ,   
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1000 10000 100000}   (namely, 10log { 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5}             ) for LR and 
set the diffusion parameter of DKLR {0 00001 0 0001 0 001 0 01 0 1}            for 
1–order feature and 2–order feature set respectively. We choose the parameters of 
1
2( ) {0 0 1} { 1}b h       for PKLR, and set {0 0001 0 001 0 01        0 1110 100 1000}      for 
RBF KLR.  
Theoretically, the parameter of ridge could be determined by cross–validation , we 
adopt the strategy that we examine the ridge and other parameters on feature sets 1F , 
2F , 3F  and 4F , then we apply the optimized parameters for the further experiments. 
The average overall percentage values of LR and DKLR on 1–order and 2–order 
features with Algorithm 1 are shown in Fig.2 and Fig.3.  
 
Figure 2. 1–order graphic neighbor feature with LR and DKLR 
 
Figure 3. 2–order graphic neighbor feature with LR and DKLR 
From Fig.2 and Fig3., we can conclude that 2-order graphic neighbor feature 
outperforms the corresponding 1-order graphic neighbor feature with both LR and 
DKLR models. As for the DKLR model, the diffusion kernel features 3F  and 4F  
with the diffusion parameter 0 1    outperform the features 1F  and 2F  in 
traditional LR model. At the same time, the ridge 000001   is a reasonable choice 
both for LR and DKLR.  
Secondly, we compare the performance of LR, DKLR(with 0 1   ), PKLR and RBF 
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KLR on feature sets 1F , 2F , 3F  and 4F  respectively.  
We only investigate the parameters of 1( ) {0 0 1} { 1}
2
b h       for PKLR , and the 
parameters of {0 001 0 01 0 1 1 10 100 1000}            for RBF KLR. The KLR models 
are trained with Algorithm 2. For the performances of PKLR trained by Algorithm 2 
with parameters of 1( ) {0 0 1} { 1}
2
b h       on 1F , 2F , 3F  and 4F , we only report the 
best results on the same feature set. For the average overall percentages of RBF KLR, 
we report the best results with 1000  .  
 
       Table 3: Average overall percentages(%) of 1-order and 2-order features with LR, 
DKLR(with τ = 0.1), polynomial KLR and RBF KLR(γ = 1000 ) with ridge  
λ = 0.00001 
Feature set LR PKLR RBF KLR 
1F  96.15 93.34  96.60 
2F  96.26  94.85 98.30 
3F , 0 1    96.15 93.78 96.60 
4F , 0 1    96.26 93.37 98.30 
 
From Table 3, we can draw the conclusion that RBF KLR model with 1-order and 
2-order graphic neighbor information outperforms LR and PKLR, and LR performs 
better than PKLR. Simultaneously, 2-order graphic neighbor information can improve 
the average overall percentage criterion compared to 1-order graphic neighbor 
information both with LR and RBF KLR.  
4.3.2. Traditional L-top Chi-square feature combination with LR and KLR 
We discuss the protein prediction rate on one function feature 1F , 2F , 3F  and 4F , 
and the above experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of 2-order graphic 
neighbor feature. As discussed in the Lee et. al.(2006), we will demonstrate the 
effectiveness of 2-order graphic neighbor combination feature with chi-square method. 
The features of 1F , 2F , 3F  and 4F  will be extended tothe L-top chi-square base 
1-order and 2-order feature sets respectively, denoted as 5F , 6F , 7F  and 8F . The 
average overall percentage values are list in Table 4.  
 
Table 4: Average overall percentages(%) of chi-square based 1-order and 2-order combination 
features with LR, DKLR(with τ = 0.1), and RBF KLR (γ = 1000 ) with ridge λ = 0.00001. 
Feature set L LR RBF KLR 
 
5F  
3 96.19 97.14   
4 96.20 97.29 
5 96.26 97.42 
 
6F  
3 96.38 98.77 
4 94.08 98.88   
5 94.10 98.97 
 
7F , 0 1    
3 96.19 97.14 
4 96.20 97.29 
5 96.27 97.42 
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8F , 0 1    
3 96.39 98.77 
4 96.41 98.88 
5 94.10 98.97 
 
4.3.3. A new L-top Chi-square feature combination with LR and KLR 
Given one function, any protein’s own feature’s chi-square value may not be the 
maximum one, then the L-top chi–square features may not include its own feature, we 
have investigated the 1-order and 2-order chi–square feature’s performances in Table 
4. Since 1-order and 2-order features are the real data observed from protein 
interaction partners, it should included in the feature sets , we propose a revision of 
the chi–square feature combination that the first component vector is its own feature, 
and the L-top chi–square features are attached in succession. The average overall 
percentages with LR and RBF KLR are list in Table 5.  
 
    Table 5: Average overall percentages(%) of new L top chi-square based 1-order and 2-order 
combination features with LR, DKLR(with τ = 0.1), and RBF KLR (γ = 1000 ) with ridge 
λ = 0.00001. 
    Feature set L LR RBF KLR 
 
5F  
3 96.19 97.15   
4 96.26 97.29 
5 100.00 100.00 
 
6F  
3 96.39 98.86 
4 96.42 98.96   
5 96.43 99.05 
 
7F , 0 1    
3 96.19 97.14 
4 96.20 97.29 
5 100.00 100.00 
 
8F , 0 1    
3 96.40 98.86 
4 96.42 98.96 
5 94.11 99.05 
 
It can be concluded that on the same combination feature set of both 1-order and 
2-order neighbor features, RBF KLR model outperforms LR model. And, on the 5 top 
1-order chi-square based combination feature and corresponding DKLR feature sets, 
LR and RBFKLR can achieve 100% right prediction accuracy . On 5-top 2-order 
chi-square based combination feature sets, RBF KLR can reaches 99.05% average 
overall percentage, though this kinds of feature may introduce more redundancy, as 
the dimension of L-top Chi-square 2-order feature vector ( 6F ) is almost two times of 
the dimension of L-top Chi-square 1-order feature vector ( 5F ),.  
4.3.4. Another L-top Chi-square 2-order feature combination 
As discussed in Table 5, it it shown that RBF KLR can achieve the average overall 
percentage beyond 99.05% with the new 5-top chi-square combination on all 1-order 
features ( 5F , 7F ( 0 1   ) ) and 2-order features ( 6F , 8F ( 0 1   ) ). we propose 
another new L-top chi-square 2-order feature combination method of 9F  and ( 10F , 
0 1   ), and the combination rule obeys the way in section 4.3.3, that the first 
combination vector should be its own and the vectors determined by L-top chi-square 
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are attached sequentially. The prediction accuracy results of 9F  and ( 10F , 0 1   ) 
are list in Table 6. 
  
Table 6: Average overall percentages(%) of L top chi-square based 2-order combination features 
with LR, DKLR(with τ = 0.1), and RBF KLR (γ = 1000 ) with ridge λ =0.00001. 
    
Feature set 
 
L 
Traditional L-top chi-square New L-top chi-square 
LR RBF KLR LR RBF KLR
 
9F  
3 96.32 98.75 96.33   98.84 
4 96.37 98.88 96.38 98.95 
5 96.39 98.97 96.40 99.05 
 
10F , 0 1    
3 96.32 98.75 96.33 98.84 
4 94.05 98.88 96.38 98.96 
5 94.07 98.97 96.40 99.05 
 
The experimental results confirm that our new L-top 2-order neighbor combination 
feature provides more robustness information than traditional L-top 2-order neighbor 
combination feature, and on this kinds of feature selection method, RBF KLR still 
reaches 99.05% average overall percentage.  
In addition, from Table 4, both LR and RBF KLR can achieve 100% average overall 
percentage, how to reveal the low dimension of new L-top 2-order neighbor 
combination feature will be our farther research problem. Since all of our models are 
developed and tested on the same known feature sets, there will be unavoidable 
overfitting problem and dimension calamity, the L-top chi-square 2-order feature 
combination in Section 4.3.4 is obviously a strategy of dimension reduction of L-top 
chi-square 2-order feature combination in Section 4.3.3.. At the same time, the 
experimental results demonstrate the robustness of 2-order graphic information in PPI 
prediction. Since we have achieved relative high average overall percentage, the 
sensitivity criterion is omitted in this paper.  
5. Conclusion 
A 2-order graphic neighbor information extraction method is proposed for PPI 
prediction, and the chi–square based feature combination is also involved to improve 
the prediction accuracy. To demonstrate its effectiveness in one function prediction, 
LR, DKLR, PKLR and RBF KLR are involved in protein function prediction. The 
experimental results show that RBF KLR can achieve high average overall percentage 
value for PPI especially with our two new 5-top chi–square based 2-order graphic 
neighbor combination features. The future work will focus on applying the graphic 
features and kernel logistic regression models to unknown protein function prediction 
and liver cancer microRNA network discovery .  
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